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SUMMARY 
 

This community plan will guide the growth of our community over the next 10 years.   

The intention has been to recognise what is valued about living in Kingston St Mary, to plan 
to protect and build on that, and to understand and suggest ways to support the current 
needs and ambitions of all groups and individuals within the community. 

It was developed by seeking the views of local residents, who have shared what they value 
about living in Kingston parish, their current concerns, and hopes for the future.   A series of 
public meetings were held, and 56% of households responded to a 10-part survey.  This 
document captures the results, comments, and analysis by the steering committee. 

The key points arising from the survey are: 

Living in the Parish 

‐ 9 in 10 parishioners attach the highest importance to the separation of Kingston St 
Mary parish from Taunton and the surrounding villages by fields and countryside 
 

‐ More than 2 in 3 respondents are not overly concerned about crime in the parish.  
 
Traffic and Transport 

‐ Nearly all respondents own their own motor vehicle and use it on a daily or weekly 
basis (96%), and most households use 2 vehicles regularly. 

‐ A sizeable majority would like to have off-road pedestrian and cycle routes joining 
Kingston St Mary village with North Taunton. Having safe cycle routes around the 
parish itself is also important to 2 in 3 households.  

‐ Overall usage of public transport appears low, with under 1 in 10 regularly using the 
bus service. The service is considered to be under threat as it is not commercially 
viable and depends on SCC support. 
 

‐ The volume and speed of vehicles travelling through Kingston St Mary, and 
anticipated increases in volume, are of paramount concern for a significant majority.  
Pedestrian safety around the village centre is a concern. 
 

Broadband & Business 
‐ 91% of households use broadband for social, business and education purposes. 

‐ Over 1 in 3 respondents are unhappy with the service provided 

‐ Half the households have someone who works from home, and almost 1 in 3 
households have someone who works from home daily or weekly  

 
Facilities 

‐ The Pub, the village hall, the playing field and the Spinney are considered the most 
important facilities, closely followed by local businesses, St Mary’s church, and the 
range of village clubs and groups. 

‐ Most people are satisfied with the facilities and activities available within the village. 
However the areas that people feel could be improved are: 

 additional sports facilities and better play equipment in the playing field 

 more activities for young people 

 greater use of the church building 
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‐ 2 in 3 respondents would like a village shop, possibly run by volunteers, while 
2 in 5 respondents would use a village café regularly, either weekly or more often. 
 

Environment 
‐ Residents are pleased with the low levels of air pollution 

‐ For the parish as a whole, 80% of households say they are satisfied with levels of 
light pollution, but in areas where there is street lighting, there is a considerable 
dissatisfaction. 

‐ Respondents have concerns about litter and fly-tipping, watercourse management, 
verges and hedgerow maintenance, weed control, and dog mess.   

 
Housing 

Respondents wanted to see more affordable housing, eco-housing, retirement or 
sheltered housing in future, and the provision of low cost/starter homes for purchase. 

‐ Respondents felt there was already enough luxury housing.  
 
Community Assistance 

‐ A minority of respondents require assistance with garden maintenance, household 
tasks or transport.  Those needing the most help are over 65.   

 
Young People 

‐ There is little at present to engage secondary school age children in the parish, 
although pre-school age children would largely appear to have their needs met. 
 

NEXT STEPS 
 
Working groups will be exploring these issues and potential solutions in greater depth over 
the coming year. 

TOPIC 
 

WORKING GROUP PRIORITIES 
 

CONTACT 
 

Living in the 
Parish 

Maintaining Separation from Taunton David Stripp 

Transport 
Preserving bus and community transport services; 
Safe Cycling and Pedestrian routes to Taunton, 
and safe cycling around the parish 

Sarah Hancock 
Sharon Farnham 

Traffic 
Controlling speed & volume of traffic  
Potential provision of pavement through village 

David Taylor 

Facilities 
Working with Playing field & village hall 
committees, exploring feasibility of shop/café  

Sharon Farnham 

Broadband Mapping and improving broadband reception 
Paolo van der 
Steenhoven 

Business 
Business support needs, possible communal 
office space 

David Stripp 

Environment 
Litter, Fly-tipping, Water management, weed 
control, control of dogs and dog mess, and 
possibilities of a community orchard 

Jean Alger-Green; 
Natasha Bradshaw 
(Water Management) 

Housing Balance of future housing needs David Stripp 

Community 
Assistance 

The role of volunteers, and improved access to 
existing community support services 

Nicky Perry 

Young People Youth Group Natasha Bradshaw 
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BACKGROUND TO THE 2017 COMMUNITY PLAN 

The purpose of this community planning exercise has been to capture the views of Kingston  

St Mary Parish residents in order to produce a forward-looking Community Plan to guide 

decision making and spending over the next ten years. The prospect of possible new 

housing development in the south of the parish (North Taunton) has added to the need for a 

comprehensive plan.  

The process has included surveys, public meetings and focus groups to gather the views of 

residents, about their needs and ambitions in areas such as housing, community facilities, 

traffic and transport, broadband, business, leisure activities, activities for young people, 

community support, and the environment. The results of the consultations provides a bank of 

data and views on which future decisions can be made. 

The work was carried out in 2016 by The KSM Community Plan Steering Group (CPSG), an 

independent group of local volunteers including three Parish Councillors, and Community 

Council for Somerset (CCS), supported by Somerset Youth & Community Service and 

funded by the Big Lottery’s Awards4All. Full details of how and when the work was carried 

out are contained in Appendix 1. 

Ten work streams have subsequently been set up to review the findings of each of the 

survey topics, to investigate possible solutions, prioritise actions and identify where 

responsibility should sit for ongoing developments and implementation (refer to Page 52- 

Consultation Process). Each of these topics is explained in detail in the body of the report. 

 
TIMELINE 

Date  Deadline 

1 February 2017 Draft plan is available to view on the KSM website. 
Feedback and comments are invited, and can be 
sent to cp@kstm.uk  

Comments can be 
submitted up to 28 Feb 
2017 

25th February 2017 Open drop in morning 10.30am to 2pm in KSM 

village hall, where the draft plan will be open to 

public scrutiny and feedback. 

Comments can be 
submitted up to 28 Feb 
2017 

During March 

 
The draft plan will be updated in light of community 

feedback and the final Plan will be published and 

distributed to all dwellings in the parish in April/May 

2017  

 
 

 

Ongoing  Following the release of the final Plan, working 

groups will initiate or continue any planned activity, 

which may include the development of a 

Neighbourhood Plan based on the findings of this 

Community Plan.  

 

Six-monthly reviews The CPSG will continue to monitor progress on a six 

monthly basis as activity progresses, and the 

Community Plan will be updated in electronic format 

viewable on the KSM website.  

 

mailto:cp@kstm.uk
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LOOKING AHEAD 

Most topics will require further investigation following the release of the final Community 

Plan. These will involve working parties and may require a Neighbourhood Plan relating to 

infrastructure needs, and would be subject to adoption and/or approval by the Parish Council 

or other Local Authority bodies, and to funding. To undertake these further investigations, 

the hope is that more volunteers with specific skills or just an interest in a specific area will 

come forward to assist. 

Some topics that arose from early consultation have already been under review, due to the 

strength of feeling and where quick results may be possible. Progress has been made on 

two areas, described in more detail later in this report: 

a. Broadband 

b. Activities and facilities for young people  

The hope is that these two projects will act as the model that other areas may follow. Work 

streams were triggered by the CPSG, but other volunteers who have an interest or 

experience of the particular area have come forward to form working groups.  

 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IMPACTING ON KSM AND THE COMMUNITY PLAN 

Since the Household Survey was undertaken, a number of developments have taken place 

which might impact on outcomes: 

- Confirmation of the building of the new Hinkley reactor, and the resulting implications 

for housing and traffic 

- The announcement of Taunton’s Garden Town status, and the impact of almost seven 

thousand houses to be built to the north of Taunton. Any such development falling 

within the parish of Kingston St Mary will generate Community Infrastructure Levy 

(CIL) income for the parish. These funds will be paid to the Parish Council for spending 

on capital or maintenance expenditure. 

 

THE PLAN AND HOW ITS RECOMMENDATIONS MIGHT BE DELIVERED 

The intention is that the Plan will 

a. guide activity and spending within the Parish over future years 

b. act as evidence when applying for funding for projects arising 

c. enable ongoing monitoring and development of the activity suggested. 

d. provide a guide to working groups and support their continued involvement in 

community projects 

 

The Community Plan is intended as a living document to be updated as activity develops 

and tasks are completed. It will be supported by the project plan, both of which will be 

available to all on the KSM website   www.kstm.uk 

  

http://www.kstm.uk/
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1. LIVING IN THE PARISH  
THE RESULTS - STRENGTH OF FEELING 

 

This was the opening section of the questionnaire, and general in nature. It covered and 

received comments on a range of subjects, some of which are dealt with in greater detail 

under other headings: 

1.   The outstanding majority (89%) of parishioners attach the highest importance to the 

separation of Kingston St Mary parish from Taunton and the surrounding villages by 

fields and countryside. 

2.  This is closely aligned with an appreciation of the parish’s rural environment (93% 

regard this very to extremely important), the easy access to the countryside (84%) 

and that the land in the parish is used mainly for working farms (78%). 

3. Respondents also highly value the community facilities (church, pub, school, playing 

field and pavilion, village hall) (82%). 

4. Crime was dealt with as a separate topic in the survey but this has been included within   

this section as the majority of respondents express no concern about crime in the 

parish (66%), only 12% do so 
 
A small number of respondents (37 households) added other comments, and the main 

themes to emerge are the desire for a shop/post office/café, observations on the volume and 

speed of traffic also exacerbated by the proposed development at Staplegrove, the bus 

service and the importance of the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) to the parish. 

 

The critical message from this section is to maintain separation from Taunton, and preserve 

the rural environment. The other factors raised such as facilities are dealt with in other 

sections. 

Comments from the survey 

“The proposed 1600 houses at Staplegrove are a real concern - the road is so narrow / 
unsafe, and there is no infrastructure to cope with this huge increase in population. Also, 
we love being in a separate village, not adjoined to Taunton.” 

“A rural feel/nature to the village - including minimum street furniture/signage and lighting.” 

Comments from the survey 

“The rural environment and separation from Taunton are both related to Kingston being 

partly within the Quantock Hills AONB which provides such an important recreational 

resource for residents. The expansion of Staplegrove threatens both the identity of 

Kingston as a separate community and the quality of environment that the AONB 

represents.” 

“The quality of the village as a place to live also reflects the heritage that is represented by 
the historic nature of the village with its church, ‘Manor House’ and other scheduled 
buildings that give the village its character.” 
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WHAT FURTHER RESEARCH SHOWS 
 

 

It is too early to tell whether the announcement of 

Taunton’s new status as a Garden Town will be an 

opportunity or a threat in helping to protect the nature of the 

village and parish. 

A quote from the Taunton Garden Town Expression of 

Interest:  

“Well-integrated green infrastructure projects will lie at the heart of Taunton. Enhanced 

pedestrian and cycle links from the town out to the Quantock Hills AONB, a new country 

park, community orchards and additional green wedges will ensure the surrounding rural 

setting continues to penetrate the town, blending town and country.” 

It goes on to say that “Taunton Deane Borough Council is committed to delivering truly 

transformational growth. The adopted development plan outlines plans to deliver 17,000 

new homes over the period to 2028; a rate of development which exceeds the long-term 

average of completions and the Government’s household projections, by approximately 

70%.”   

The Taunton Garden Town Expression of Interest 

http://www.tauntondeane.gov.uk/irj/go/km/docs/CouncilDocuments/TDBC/Documents/Press

%20Releases/2017-01/Taunton%20Town%20Garden%20Expression%20of%20Interest.pdf  

and the Taunton Concept plan 

https://www.tauntondeane.gov.uk/irj/go/km/docs/CouncilDocuments/TDBC/Documents/Forw

ard%20Planning/Evidence%20Base/Taunton%20Urban%20Extension%20Masterplan.pdf 

detail many of the proposed houses in the new garden communities of Comeytrowe, 

Staplegrove, Nerrols, Monkton Heathfield and the brown field sites in central Taunton. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.tauntondeane.gov.uk/irj/go/km/docs/CouncilDocuments/TDBC/Documents/Press%20Releases/2017-01/Taunton%20Town%20Garden%20Expression%20of%20Interest.pdf
http://www.tauntondeane.gov.uk/irj/go/km/docs/CouncilDocuments/TDBC/Documents/Press%20Releases/2017-01/Taunton%20Town%20Garden%20Expression%20of%20Interest.pdf
https://www.tauntondeane.gov.uk/irj/go/km/docs/CouncilDocuments/TDBC/Documents/Forward%20Planning/Evidence%20Base/Taunton%20Urban%20Extension%20Masterplan.pdf
https://www.tauntondeane.gov.uk/irj/go/km/docs/CouncilDocuments/TDBC/Documents/Forward%20Planning/Evidence%20Base/Taunton%20Urban%20Extension%20Masterplan.pdf
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NEXT STEPS - ACTION 

The actions arising from responses in this area focus on protecting Kingston’s separation 

from Taunton and access to the countryside, as community facilities are dealt with in their 

own section. The only way to protect Kingston’s separation from Taunton is through a 

Neighbourhood Plan. 

The information gathered for this Community Plan can be used towards the production of a 

Neighbourhood Plan, which would be more complex than a Community Plan (See the 

Consultation section of this Plan for further details of Neighbourhood Plans). 

Once a Neighbourhood plan has been subjected to an independent examination, and any 

necessary modifications made to ensure they meet important legal requirements, it is 

necessary to gain a more than 50% ‘yes’ vote of those voting in a public referendum in order 

to bring the Neighbourhood Plan into force. 

The Neighbourhood Plan will have to be agreed by TDBC as part of their strategic plan, and 

would only be relevant to new developments after 2028, when the current plan expires.  

1.1 Crime  

THE RESULTS 

Kingston St Mary appears on the whole to be a safe place to live for more than 2 in 3 

respondents who are not overly concerned about crime in the parish (66%). 12% are 

concerned and 23% is unsure. 

 

However, for those with concerns some mentioned actual incidents of theft/burglary, mainly 

from outbuildings/sheds or farm-related. A few raised the lack of police presence and while 

there appears to be active Neighbourhood Watch in some areas, others may be less well 

served, and may welcome more contact/updates. 
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34 respondents commented and for those that do have concerns some cited actual incidents 

of theft/burglary, mainly from outbuildings/sheds or farm-related 

 

WHAT FURTHER RESEARCH SHOWS 

The Crime map and statistics on the KSM website show two crimes reported in Kingston 
parish in 2016: one burglary and one case of anti-social behaviour. 
 

NEXT STEPS - ACTION 

Apart from publicising the contact details for the Watch Scheme Administrator for Somerset 

for our Police Community Support Officer (PCSO), no actions are being suggested based on 

the level of concern, and interest shown. Should interest arise in re-energising the 

Neighbourhood Watch scheme, this can be re-considered as part of the Community Plan.  

 

TOPIC NEXT STEPS - ACTION 
KEY 

PARTICIPANTS 

Separation from Taunton 

 
Consider including separation from Taunton 
within a Neighbourhood Plan 
 

Parish Council; 
TDBC 

Crime 
Publicise/highlight our PCSO’s contact details 
on the KSM website, Link Up and Notice 
Boards 

Website team, LU 
Editors 

   

  

Comments from the survey 

 “Targeted break-ins to outbuildings, particularly for powered garden tools, machinery 
and bikes.”  

“Only around September every year when we know there have been potential horse theft 

attempts.” 

“There is always a need to be aware of opportunists - Police presence would be 
reassurance.” 

“Would like more information on who to contact. Neighbourhood watch?” 

“We have a good neighbourhood watch scheme ……..” 

“No concerns about current situation but very aware of need for vigilance and 
neighbourhood watch schemes.” 

“We are always concerned. I used to have regular updates from N.watch-has this 
stopped?” 

“Farmwatch.” 
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2. TRAFFIC – SPEED AND VOLUME 
THE RESULTS - STRENGTH OF FEELING 

 

This part of the survey looked at the concerns of the Community about the speed and 

volume of traffic and what remedies are possible. 

 

Two thirds of respondents are extremely or very concerned about the volume and speed of 

vehicles travelling through Kingston St Mary village.  Those living along the main road 

through the village and those living on the roads feeding it have the greatest concerns. 

 

Comments from the survey 

“Measures need to be put in place to slow traffic on entry to the village, especially from 

Taunton direction.” 

“Cars leave the village towards Taunton much too fast and an accident at Mill Cross seems 

inevitable.” 

“Traffic must be calmed more between Kingston centre and Mill Cross.” 

 

Over 78% of all respondents suggested a 20mph speed restriction through the village of 

Kingston St Mary.  Nearly as many sought a 20mph speed limit past the Primary School and 

in Church Lane, Greenway Road and Parsonage Lane. Permanent flashing speed signs 

and/or average speed cameras were also suggested by a majority. 

 

A significant number of respondents suggested a 40mph speed limit along the whole length 

of the Kingston Road from Taunton to the village, while 70% of the community would 

probably (22%) or definitely consider (48%) a pavement through the village. 

 

Comments from the survey 

“Main road too dangerous for cyclists.” 

“I would cycle, if it was safe to do so, rather than drive.” 

“Speed limit between Taunton and KSM should be lowered to 40mph. Very dangerous & 

difficult coming out on to this road from side roads.” 

 “Kingston Road just south of the village seems to have had a massive increase in traffic in 

recent months, particularly at rush hour. “ 

 

 

Comments from the survey 

“Concerned about the already increasing  

traffic volume using village roads.” 

“Very concerned that the new North Taunton/ 

Staplegrove development will lead to increased 

traffic - with implications for safety and pollution.” 
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There is a generally held very serious concern about the speed and volume of traffic through 

the village and on some other roads and the lack of a pavement through the village to keep 

pedestrians safe.                                

 

                                                                                              

WHAT FURTHER RESEARCH SHOWS  

On 2 January 2017 it was announced that Taunton is to be a new Garden Town (one of only 

three nationally) and is to receive some funding for infrastructure to provide about 17,000 

new houses. These will be adjacent to Comeytrowe, Staplegrove, Nerrols, Monkton 

Heathfield and on brown field sites in central Taunton. 

Ease of access to the countryside is one of the benefits of garden towns.  A majority of the 

new houses will be on the Northern side of Taunton and thus the easiest route to the 

countryside will be along Kingston Road and then through the village. 

The prospect of an increase in traffic makes it all the more important to reduce traffic speed 

and provide a safe pedestrian route through the village to allow the community to walk to the 

school, church, village hall and pub in safety.  

NEXT STEPS - ACTION 

 

The following solutions to address traffic speed and volume could be considered:       

 
‐ 20mph speed restriction through Kingston St Mary village 
‐ Permanent flashing speed signs 
‐ Average speed cameras 
‐ 20mph speed limit to the School and on Church Lane, Greenway 

Road and Parsonage Lane 
‐ 40mph speed limit along Kingston Road from Taunton to the village 

of Kingston St Mary 
‐ A safe pedestrian route around the village of Kingston St Mary 

 
With regards to a safe pedestrian/cycle route through Kingston St Mary village the road 

layout in part of the village will allow the provision of a pavement whilst maintaining two 

carriageways.  In other parts of the village a pavement will narrow the road to a single 

carriageway, requiring permanent signage to indicate the direction of traffic priority. 

This narrowing of the road in some places would also serve to calm traffic speeds, but would 

necessitate localised street lighting at narrow points.  There is already an example in the 

village when entering it from the direction of Taunton at Mill Cross. 
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Where localised street lighting would be necessary it has to be very carefully specified to be 

focussed downwards, to minimise light pollution and thus any impact on houses nearby.  It 

would also have to be carefully chosen to be appropriate to the street scene.  

It is considered that the community generally does not want street lighting through the village 

but localised appropriate lighting, in order to provide a safe pedestrian and traffic calming, 

may be acceptable to the majority. 

Due to the importance of reducing the speed of traffic and providing pedestrian safety and 

mindful of the lighting concern, the production of a Neighbourhood Plan is proposed.  This 

will enable the wishes of the community to be served as it would be necessary to gain 50% 

of the ‘yes’ vote in a public referendum in order to bring such a Neighbourhood Plan into 

force. 

The Parish Council has addressed traffic issues in the past and the difficulty cannot be 

underestimated.  However, the survey shows the high level of current concern and the new 

housing development proposed to the North of Taunton makes it even more imperative to 

reduce traffic speeds and provide a safe pedestrian route through the village.  

These issues need to be considered alongside safety for cyclists, as outlined in the 

Transport section which looks at safe cycle routes between Kingston and North Taunton, 

and around the parish. The task faced, not just in Kingston St Mary village and along the 

Kingston Road but across the parish, will mean working closely with the Parish Council and 

Somerset Highways to research and agree workable solutions that address these issues 

within available budgets, while being sensitive to the wishes of the community in terms of 

light pollution and the village environment and appearance. 

 

 

TOPIC NEXT STEPS - ACTION 
KEY 
PARTICIPANTS 

   

Traffic Meet with Somerset Highways to discuss possible 
solutions, implementation budgets and timescales. 

CPSG, Parish 
Council, Highways 

Traffic Research previous traffic surveys and information held on 
traffic volumes through Kingston, and consider the value of 
a new traffic survey 

CPSG 

Traffic Work with the Police Community Support Officer to 
establish a speed watch scheme  

CPSG, PCSO 

Traffic Introduce 20 mph speed restrictions through the Village 
and elsewhere.   

CPSG, Parish 
Council, Highways 

Traffic Similarly, to improve the safety of all road users, introduce 
a 40 mph speed limit on Kingston Road. 

CPSG, Parish 
Council, Highways 

Traffic Consider the need for a Neighbourhood Plan to design a 
safe pedestrian/cycle route through the Village and traffic 
calming with localised appropriate street lighting where 
required.  

CPSG, Parish 
Council, Highways, 
TDBC 
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3. TRANSPORT  
       

3.1 CYCLING AND PEDESTRIAN ROUTES 

 

THE RESULTS - STRENGTH OF FEELING 

 

This part of the survey explored the importance of safe off-road pedestrian and cycle routes 

outside of the village centre - joining Kington St Mary village and the wider parish to North 

Taunton, and also routes to connect up the various parts of the parish - and is separate from 

the topic of roadside pavements covered in Section 2 (Traffic). 

 

1. For a sizeable majority, it is very important to have off-road pedestrian and cycle routes 

that join Kingston St Mary village to North Taunton: 73% of households think this is 

important (29%) or extremely important (44%). 

 

 

 
 
 

2. Further analysis shows around 2 in 3 of the respondents own bikes (68% of the 

households). In the households that own bikes, the average number of bikes is 2.7 per 

household. For households with children aged 5-18 years, average ownership is 3.9 

bikes, compared to 1.9 bikes for all households. 

 

3. The issue of safe cycle routes around the parish itself is almost as important, with 3 in 4 

households (72%) saying it is important to extremely important. 

 

4. A similar proportion would like to see more bridleways and footpaths around the parish - 

74% said this was important to extremely important, though few respondents went on to 

make specific comments about bridleways and footpaths. 

 

5. Slightly less than half of respondents would like to see low-level lighting at key points in 

the village e.g. along Church Lane to the car-park - 47% agreed. 

 

Comments from the household survey  cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

“It would be amazing to have a safe cycle route from the village into town – it would 

without a doubt enable us to cycle more.” 

“Very important to encourage other modes of transport than cars” 

“More people might access Taunton by bike if there was an off-road route between the 

village and town” 

“Have got to the point where I regard it as too dangerous to cycle into town as well as 

walk- it’s very limiting” 

“It’s very important that our children can ride safely around the village, and into town” 
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WHAT FURTHER RESEARCH SHOWS 

 

Walking and cycling is a key issue for a large majority of households. Cyclists and walkers 

avoid using Kingston Road in order to gain access to Taunton, either for work or leisure, 

because of safety issues. People are concerned about their children and grand-children 

using the road network. Many respondents commented that the roads are too dangerous 

and that they do not use Kingston Road, or avoid cycling altogether.  

 

Further analysis shows that household composition affects people’s views.  For households 

with children aged 5 to 18 years, 93% would like a safe off-road route to Taunton and 84% 

want cycle routes around the parish.  

 

“Cycling into Taunton should be easy, not life-threatening on Kingston road. So dangerous 

to commute on bike at the moment, but potentially would reduce traffic significantly if cycle 

route improved.” 

“Kingston road is highly dangerous for pedestrians and cycling. Cycle and pedestrian tracks 

are essential, and MUST be installed at the outset of any building in north Taunton.” 

“Path is clearly important for teenagers who need independence. Having safer cycle routes 

would encourage us all to cycle more often.” 

This subject was an area commented on by a large number of respondents. Cycling and 

walking from the village towards Taunton along the Kingston Road is a major negative for 

residents. Some cyclists get around the safety issues by taking a longer route via the country 

lanes; those who would like to walk are less likely to do so because it adds significantly to 

the journey time. People recognise that cycling and walking has health benefits and that 

encouraging walking and cycling would reduce dependence on car usage and lower traffic 

volumes through the village. Residents are aware that the North Taunton Development, and 

the Hinkley C project will lead to increased traffic volumes along Kingston Road and the 

resultant implications for safety to walkers and cyclists on the route into Taunton. Walking 

along the main road is currently an unpleasant experience and is likely to worsen over time. 

NEXT STEPS – ACTION 

 

‐ Work with TDBC to prioritise the installation of good quality 

cycle/pedestrian routes within the development area of the 

North Taunton (Staplegrove) urban extension. A proportion of 

this development falls within KSM parish and therefore the 

developers and the Council must give equal weight to the 

consideration of Kingston parishioners in the plans for 

sustainable transport. The development land extends alongside 

Kingston Road almost as far as the Dodhill turning, providing 

an ideal opportunity to create a parallel off-road route directly 

between the village and the town. This could be combined with 

speed restriction signs starting at Dodhill. 
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‐ Explore further opportunities to extend the above link to quiet lanes around the established 

parish settlements, by utilising existing bridleways and ‘green lanes’ where roads do not 

currently connect. 
 

‐ Create a recognised and clearly sign-posted cycle network within the parish utilising 

existing quiet lanes. This will help establish Kingston as a sustainable village, where car 

users will get used to seeing cyclists, and most importantly children, frequently out on their 

bikes. It is hoped that this would slow traffic speeds and increase courtesy shown to 

walkers, riders and cyclists. By establishing a cycle network KSM parish would be pro-

active in extending the influence of the Quantock AONB for its potential to offer quality 

outdoor leisure opportunities to its own residents and to visitors from outside the parish, and 

help promote KSM’s status as ‘gateway to the Quantocks’.  

 

‐ Extending the number of footpaths and bridleways is likely to be difficult. There is already 

an extensive and well used network joining the various hamlets. One area that is lacking in 

joined up footpaths is the higher reaches of Church Lane - Lodes Lane - Buncombe Hill. 

Landowners would need to be consulted and a feasibility study carried out, if this is to be 

taken further. Cross-parish co-operation with Broomfield may be necessary. 

 

‐ Less than half of residents would like low-level lighting in key areas, it is therefore not 

recommended at this stage of planning, and is not considered to be high priority. However, 

a significant minority think this should be considered therefore this is a subject that could be 

further investigated within the remit of the Traffic project, which is concerned with road 

safety. 

 

‐ Explore the policy implications of Taunton Garden Town for cycling and pedestrian issues. 

TOPIC NEXT STEPS - ACTION ‐ KEY 

PARTICIPANTS 

Safe cycle/ 
pedestrian routes 

Work with TDBC to prioritise the installation of good 
quality cycle/pedestrian routes within the development 
area of the North Taunton (Staplegrove) urban 
extension. 

Explore the policy implications of Taunton Garden 

Town for cycling and pedestrian issues 

Kingston Area 
Pedestrian and Cycle 
Campaign (KAPACC), 
Taunton Area Cycle 
Campaign (TACC), 
TDBC 

Safe cycle/ 
pedestrian routes 

Explore opportunities to extend good quality cycle/ 
pedestrian routes to quiet lanes around the parish 
settlements, using existing bridleways and ‘green 
lanes’ 

KAPACC, PC, 
landowners 

Clearly sign-posted 
cycle network in 
parish 

Create a recognised and clearly sign-posted cycle 
network within the parish utilising existing quiet lanes. 
Achievable through signposting, publicity and network 
maps 

KAPACC, TACC, PC 

Footpaths and 
bridleways 

Investigate the potential for new rights of way joining 
Buncombe, Lodes Lane, and Church Lane 

PC, landowners 

Low-level lighting in 
key aeas 

Consider marker illumination in Church Lane from 
village hall to the church carpark as part of a bigger 
road safety project 

CPSG 
Traffic WP 
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.2 BUSES & COMMUNITY TRANSPORT 

 

THE RESULTS - STRENGTH OF FEELING  

Overall usage of public transport appears low with only a 

small number of households regularly using the service 

(9%).  

No clear pattern of age groups using the bus service could 

be drawn, although information from the bus company 

indicates that the majority of users are concessionary. 

 

 

 

In response to the question “If you have concerns about bus services, would you use public 

transport more if this service were improved?  

-  Nearly half the respondents had views on the bus service in the parish (46%).  

- Of the 3 in 4 who indicated they would use buses in future, some are existing service 

users.  

- The main improvements would be increased frequency of buses both during the week 

and a service run at weekends (particularly Saturday).  

- Bus times are also an issue seen as key to the success of the service: some rely on 

the bus for work while others would consider using the service for work if there was a 

later bus back from Taunton in the evenings. 

- The cost of the service is a deterrent for some of those that need to pay for buses. 

- Observations were also made on the size of buses used and how this affects the overall 

cost-effectiveness of the service – the suggestion for smaller buses being made.  

- The inclusion of Nailsbourne on the bus route was also raised. 

- 1 in 5 households responding would not use bus services even if improvements were 

made.            

In response to the question “In the foreseeable future, can you see your households’ 

transport needs changing? If so, in what way?” 

 23% of households think there is likely to be a change in their transport needs meaning that 

they are more likely to need to use the bus. 

Where there is likely to be future change in transport needs, most comments were about the 

use of public transport. 

Views were split between those that would use bus services, particularly where there are 

older children becoming more independent, and to a slightly lesser extent those that feel the 

current service is not frequent enough and therefore not a viable option. 
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WHAT FURTHER RESEARCH SHOWS 

The CPSG has contacted the bus company that runs the number 23 route, and their views 

cast doubt over a lasting public service: 

- The service is not commercially viable  

- The majority of users are concessionary 

- In November 2016 1634 separate journeys were undertaken 

- Of those, 58% of users were concessionary; 25% were students with annual County 

passes; the remaining 17% were ordinary fare-paying passengers  

- It is a fully subsidised service, i.e. Somerset County Council fund the service on a 

day rate and all revenue collected is then repaid to SCC 

- Number 23 is a one-bus service, meaning that one bus undertakes all journeys 

- It is not therefore possible to run a later service to Kingston in the evenings as the 

5.00pm student bus goes out as far as Williton 

- Services are reviewed by SCC on a regular basis, usually annually. This includes a 

questionnaire for passengers and the community, and a survey of usage 

- The last review resulted in the withdrawal of Saturday services 

The conclusion therefore is that there is little hope of improving the bus service in the ways 

suggested in comments from survey respondents. 

Indeed the focus being put forward by the CPSG is that the community needs to be 

mobilised to support the public service, and that steps should be taken to prepare a 

contingency in the event that the service might be lost. 

 

Comments from the survey 

“I would like buses back to the village to extend to end of working day. Currently I have to 
get bus back early and it shortens the working day. Also it costs more for return ticket than it 
does to park all day ……! Also the college children don't get a discount and they should.” 

“Would defiantly [sic] use bus service more if timetable more convenient. Would use for 
work if more later return buses.” 

“Yes, bus service is perfect at mo, my concern is if they cut any services as I need the 
bus to go to work.” 

 

 

 

Comments from the survey 

 “Have just started to use the bus service and if it were improved I'm sure more people 
would use it.” 

“My children would bus into Taunton if there was a regular bus service.” 

“Yes, especially as children get older. Need more frequent service then more people would 
use it to meet their needs.” 

“Yes, Saturday service would allow teenagers independence to go into Taunton 
independently.” 
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NEXT STEPS - ACTION 

 

1. Arrange to meet with SCC to establish whether bus cuts can be expected this year, 

and to get a better understanding of the challenges they have in maintaining a service 

2. Liaison with Hatch Green will help to pre-empt reviews of the number 23 service, and 

encourage as many residents as possible to complete SCC’s questionnaire on the 

service when reviews occur 

3. Encourage residents to use the service, particularly fare-paying passengers who 

reduce the cost to the County Council 

4. Liaise with Wivey Link and other operators of 

community transport services  

5. Work with the CPSG Community Assistance project to 

identify the needs of those who are unable to drive or 

use public transport for whom a bespoke community 

transport service is needed. Research other sources of 

such support 

6. Raise with our councillor if bus cuts are anticipated, 

and plan for the eventuality of a reduced public 

service, if that seems likely. 

 

  

TOPIC NEXT STEPS - ACTION 
KEY 
PARTICIPANTS 

   

Buses/ Community 
transport 

Meet with SCC to establish whether bus cuts can 
be expected this year 

SCC 

Buses/ Community 
transport 

Liase with Hatch Green over SCC reviews Hatch Green 
Motors 

Buses/ Community 
transport 

Raise with our councillor if bus cuts are anticipated Parish Council 

Buses/ Community 
transport 

Work with the CPSG Community Assistance 
project to identify the needs of those who are 
unable to drive or use public transport, and 
research solutions 

CPSG 

Buses/ Community 
transport 

Liaise with Wivey Link and other operators of 
community transport services  to plan for the 
eventuality of losing the public service 

Wivey Link 
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4.1 EXISTING FACILITIES 

 

THE RESULTS - STRENGTH OF FEELING 

 

This part of the survey explored the importance of the village facilities and amenities that 

contribute to the established life of the parish. 

1. Facilities that are valued most by residents (in terms of very to extremely important) are 

the pub (73%), the playing field (71%), the village hall (69%) and the Spinney from the 

Woodland Trust (66%).  

Also important are local businesses (60%), St Mary’s church (46%), and the range of 

village clubs and groups (47%).  Whilst it may not be so important to all residents, the 

school (53%) and pre-school (42%) are also highly valued, whether respondents have 

young children (0-10 years) or not.  

 

2. In general people are happy with existing facilities. 36% thought some improvements 

could be made, though comments were spread across the wide range of facilities. 

 

3. The Village Hall. There were a small number of requests for improvements to the village 

hall. Mostly people are very happy with the current provision and do not see the need for 

a new village hall or community centre - only 19% agreed. 

Nevertheless, some improvements are sought: 

‐ improvements to parking 

‐ modernisation of the hall and kitchen 

‐ modernisation of the toilets 

‐ elimination of damp 

‐ broadband connection 

b.  

 

4. The playing field was one of the topics that generated a 

high level of comments ranging from additional sports 

facilities to maintenance of the toddler area and the 

pavilion. Of the people that commented, half of them 

mentioned the need for sports courts (tennis, netball, 

basketball). This finding agrees with the responses from 

young people who rated the addition of tennis courts and 

other sports activities highly.  
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Comments from the survey 

 “Multi use sports court (netball/tennis/basketball) in the playing field to provide local 

activities for adults and young people, and encourage more active lifestyle.” 

“Path for bikes/scooters around playing field.” 

“More play equipment, clubs for children” 

“More benches at playing field and the Spinney” 

“Tennis courts in the playing field would be well used by all ages and could provide a very 

useful activity for youth” 

 

5. The Spinney is valued as an outdoor space. The few negatives mentioned were lack of a 

bin for dog mess and the muddy paths in winter. 
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6. St Mary’s church was another topic to generate a lot of 

comments. Residents clearly value the church highly 

but would welcome extending the use of the church to 

a wider range of village activities (47% in favour, 10% 

against).  Suggestions for a wide range of uses and 

events included: 

‐ community café                         

‐ music events 

‐ social events,  

‐ meetings,  

‐ talks,  

‐ activities for young people,  

‐ arts 

The vast majority of comments were in favour of a greater 

range of activities in the church. 

 

Comments from the survey 

“Meetings - social activities: films” 

“It would be great to hold more music events/concerts up there. I know a lot of youngsters 
in the village that play musical instruments – maybe get them together for a village 
performance” 

“Remove some pews to allow for music performances similar to St James in Taunton” 

 

WHAT FURTHER RESEARCH SHOWS 

The Village Hall Committee (VHC) have an ongoing programme of work planned including 

redecoration in early 2017. New heating was installed in 2016 to help deal with damp, and 

this issue will be kept under review. Provision of a dishwasher, improvements to the toilets 

and connection to broadband have been added to the Village Hall Capital Projects List, 

dependent upon future funding. The VHC state that they are constantly reviewing the quality 

of the facilities to ensure they are maintained or replaced, and will regularly review any 

community suggestions as part of its capital renewal plan, but that funding is always a 

concern for a building of this age and nature.  

In late 2016 the Playing Field Committee (PFC) began a full feasibility study to come up with 

a plan for additional sports facilities, revised layout and improved equipment. Plans include 

upgrading of the Pavilion, depending on funding.  

The Parochial Church Council (PCC) is actively reviewing the possibilities for extended use 

of the church premises to take account of community feedback, a process that was already 

underway prior to this consultation. This includes examining the possibilities of creating more 

useable space for community events and activities, as well any opportunities for the 

provision of a café. The provision of a community shop on church premises is not considered 

viable. 
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In summary, most people are satisfied with the facilities and range of activities available 

within the village. However the areas that people feel could be substantially improved are: 

• additional sports facilities and better play equipment 

• more activities for young people 

• greater use of the church building 

NEXT STEPS - ACTION 

 

1.Liaise with existing village management structures (VHC, PFC, PCC) to help deliver 

improved facilities and services as requested in the household survey. 

 

2.Investigate the possibility of installing a dog waste bin in, or near, the Spinney. In 

consultation with the Woodland Trust, provide nature-friendly top dressing to selected 

Spinney footpaths to mitigate the impact of mud in the winter.  

 

3.The problem of limited parking, although of real concern to some, is not the responsibility 

of the village hall or the Church and should be considered as part of the whole village traffic 

plan. 

TOPIC NEXT STEPS - ACTION ‐ KEY 

PARTICIPANTS 

Playing Field Work with the Playing Field Committee to develop a range of 
new sports facilities for all age groups and to provide activities 
to benefit young people.  
 
Work with PFC to ensure that play equipment and Pavilion are 
maintained in good condition. 
 
Assist in sourcing additional funding for capital projects. 
 
Enforce exclusion of dogs (see Environment) 
 

PFC, PC 

Village Hall Work with Village Hall Committee to ensure that the building 
continues to meet the current and future needs of users.  
 
Assist in sourcing additional funding opportunities for capital 
projects, including broadband connection 

VHC, PC 

The Spinney In consultation with the Woodland Trust, provide nature-friendly 
top dressing to selected Spinney footpaths to mitigate the 
impact of mud in the winter.  

PC 

St Mary’s 
Church 

Liaise with the PPC to help deliver useable space for concerts, 
music events, meetings, exhibitions, talks, social events and 
activities for young people. 
 
The provision of a community cafe is covered in detail in section 
4.2 (New Facilities) 

PCC, PC 
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4.2 NEW FACILITIES 

 

THE RESULTS - STRENGTH OF FEELING 

 

This part of the survey aimed to find out to what extent parishioners feel that new facilities 

are needed, as opposed to improvements to existing ones. Respondents were asked to 

consider how often they would use the following: 

a. farm shop 

b. general store (e.g. small supermarket) 

c. village cafe run by volunteers 

d. community orchard 

e. allotments 

 

Comments from the survey 

“Since coming to live here we have lost a butcher, a baker, a shop and a post office.”  

“Village shop which could also provide a place for people to sell homemade food produce, 

crafts etc. Could also incorporate a P.O, tea shop for people to meet.” 

 

‐ Facilities that would be most welcomed by residents are a shop run by volunteers, a 
general store or a farm shop (69%, 66% and 65% would use at least weekly).  

 
‐ The idea of a cafe was also popular - 41% would visit one on a weekly basis or more 

frequently.  
 

‐ There was some support for a community orchard (29% would use at least monthly, 
and 66% at least occasionally).  

 
‐ There was little support for allotments (11% would use at least monthly). Most 

dwellings in the parish contain gardens, many of which are large enough for 
vegetable and fruit growing. 

 

Whilst the idea of a shop is well supported, many people recognise the difficulty of 

finding a good site with parking, and some questioned the commercial viability of a 

scheme. Of those who support the idea of a shop, there was little difference in 

preference between a shop run by volunteers, a general store, or a farm shop.  

 

“The idea of a village shop is charming, but in reality I would probably not shop at one.  I 
think it would be not be a success as would not get the foot traffic.” 

“Bearing in mind many of us use online grocery delivery, are we sure village shops are 
required.” 

“A shop would be a great addition, where to put it has been an ongoing question, near the 
school or pub? “ 
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There were many comments in support of a cafe run by volunteers. It is recognised that, as 

with a shop, parking and location are potential barriers.  A popular suggestion for the 

location of a small community cafe is the Church, particularly with the adjacent parking. 

 

“Coffee shop in church (parking available)” 

“Perhaps more use could be made of the church or the Pavilion for a village café.” 

 

WHAT FURTHER RESEARCH SHOWS 

The Church PCC is actively reviewing the opportunities for extended use of the church 

premises.  This includes the possible removal of some pews to make space for other 

activities, and the possibility of offering the Church as a space for a community cafe, as 

parking, premises and suitable internal catering facilities already exist. 

NEXT STEPS - ACTION 

1. More research is required to establish if a shop is a viable commercial proposition within 

the parish. Feasibility work was carried out as part of the previous Parish Plan (2008) which 

concluded that demand and shop turnover would be insufficient to maintain a viable 

business. To an extent, any further planning on this subject is contingent upon the likelihood 

of community facilities being provided as part of the North Taunton development (shop, 

health centre, primary school). It is recommended that further research is delayed pending 

the outcome of the North Taunton Planning process (spring 2017). 

2. The Church PCC is actively reviewing the possibilities for extended use of the church 

premises. It is recommended that the PCC and a volunteer working party is set up to trial a 

part time cafe, initially for a test period to be agreed with the PCC.   

3. A community orchard is being considered within the Environment see (section 7) 

4. Results indicate that there is little need for a new community centre or allotments, and 

therefore these will not be pursued at this time. 

 

TOPIC NEXT STEPS - ACTION KEY 
PARTICIPANTS 

Village Shop Further research should be considered pending 
the outcome of the North Taunton planning 
process 

 

Volunteer Cafe Liaise with the PCC to develop a trial for a 
community café start up by summer 2017 

CPSG, PCC 

Community 
Orchard 

See Environment  
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5. BROADBAND 
 

THE RESULTS - STRENGTH OF FEELING 

‐ 91% of all households have access to broadband 

‐ The quality (speed and reliability) varies significantly across the parish  

‐ Low speeds and unreliable connections are mainly concentrated in Kingston St Mary 

village 

 

 

The large majority of households use broadband, only a small number of respondents 

answering the question had no broadband access (7% average). 

For 2 in 5 respondents who use broadband for their business needs (39%), the service 

provided is felt to be inadequate. 35% of respondents find their connection inadequate for 

both their social and their educational needs. 

Of the 82 households who commented, the large majority were unhappy with a combination 

of the speed, reliability or service offered. The lack of availability of fibre broadband in some 

areas was also of concern. 

Of the 82 respondents who commented on their broadband only 3 made positive comments. 

This strength of feeling was noted at the initial public meeting in June, and a group was 

formed to start investigating possibilities. Their activity is described below.  

The comments show that as well as the social and educational need for broadband, it is an 

essential for businesses and for the 50% of respondents who at some point work from home. 

“Reliability and speed is poor.  It keeps going down- at least 10 times a day for me, it’s 
really frustrating when trying to do homework.” 

“Typical speed near zero, not reliable.” 

“Very slow. Often unable to access at all. Patchy or unreliable.” 

“Slow speed and reliability can be mixed - couldn’t run a business from home.” 

“Speed + reliability - always dropping out” 

“Speed is appalling and drops out” 
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The map of respondents with inadequate broadband connections below shows the cluster of 

poor reception in the area of the village served by the cabinet in Lodes Lane. 

Households with ‘slightly or totally inadequate’ to ‘somewhat adequate‘ broadband  

(household survey, 213 houses)1 

 

WHAT FURTHER RESEARCH SHOWS 
 

The Broadband Group have researched a number of areas: 

- undertaken an exercise to map broadband reception across the parish in order to 

identify areas and causes of weakness. 67 test responses have been received from the 

community 

- liaised with Connecting Devon & Somerset (CDS) on their voucher scheme for 

alternative connections 

- written articles for Link Up and the KSM website on maximising current connections 

- held a public meeting to explain the options available to upgrade  

 

The causes of poor reception and variability of signal across 

the parish can be internal, such as interference from wiring, or 

external.  

 

 

                                                
1 The mapped data refer to at least 33% of the households per postcode area with ‘slightly or totally inadequate’ to ‘somewhat 

adequate’ broadband. 
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What can be done at a household level? 

An article for July Link Up on the measures that can be taken to maximise speed in the 

home (or business) is still available on the KSM website, and includes a link to a test site. 

External causes: e.g. the cabinet serving a property has not upgraded; the distance from the 

cabinet to the property; the service provider not taking advantage of the cabinets that have 

been upgraded. Research has shown that only two of the three cabinets serving the parish 

have been updated to fibre. The cabinet that has not been updated is situated at the bottom 

of Lodes Lane and serves the centre of Kingston, hence the poor connectivity in parts of the 

village. Even where a cabinet has been updated other factors such as the distance of copper 

wire to a location will impact on the strength of connection, particularly where the distance 

exceeds 1.2kms. 

Connecting Devon & Somerset (CDS) are overseeing the work here and the latest updates 

can be seen on their website www.connectingdevonandsomerset.co.uk.  

Notices were posted through the doors of those in the area of poor reception to warn of the 

closure of the CDS voucher scheme at the end of November, 2016, to encourage people to 

apply for the £500 voucher towards the installation of an enhanced connection.  

The activity of this group focused initially on providing suggestions for possible 

improvements, and on the mapping exercise, and a postcode map of the results has been 

constructed. This has helped to identify whether issues are internal or external, detect 

infrastructure issues, and provided data to support a case for intervention and community 

solutions.  

As well as encouraging the community to test and record their reception, this project has 

also encouraged people to apply for a voucher from CDS towards the installation cost of an 

alternative to a landline service. 

Experiences have shown downloads speeds being increased from 8.7Mbps to 29Mbps, 

and upload speeds from 0.154Mbps to 33Mbps, using a CDS voucher, and benefitting 

from lower monthly charges than BT. A speed test taken in the village hall using a 4G 

router confirmed a download speed of 18Mbps and 8Mbps upload. 

 

NEXT STEPS - ACTION 

 

At the public meeting in January the options were set out for those with poor reception. 

The issues were outlined and the offerings for individual connections and communal 

offerings listed by CDS were reviewed.  

1.     Follow up on the interest in joining together to approach service providers about a 

group solution for individual connections, bringing together those granted a CDS voucher, 

those who applied ahead of the 31st November cut-off but are still awaiting confirmation 

(whose vouchers have to be used by 31st March 2017), and those who would be prepared 

to fund an alternative connection themselves. Arranging this on a group basis may enable 

terms to be negotiated for individual 4G connections.  

2. Should there be sufficient interest, the possibilities of a community solution can be 

investigated. A community solution would be subject to sufficient numbers, and would 

involve bringing fibre to a high point in the village from which a signal can be transmitted. It 
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would require a minimum number of householders to buy into this solution to make it 

viable, and an ongoing arrangement to manage it. 

There is a possibility of a new tranche of CDS funds available from April 2017, which would 

allow further submissions for private and business use. 

3.   Digital Village:   Technology can be harnessed to great effect to support the parish:   

  

‐ group calendars  

‐ distributing Link Up online 

‐ communicating important messages 

‐ consultations 

‐ crisis management  

‐ supporting the vulnerable  

‐ as well as for Facebook groups, twitter, hashtags, etc. 

 

  

 

 

TOPIC NEXT STEPS - ACTION 
KEY 
PARTICIPANTS 

   

Broadband Follow up on interest levels in a 4G individual 
solution 

Broadband Group 

Broadband Establish the level of support for a community 
solution 

Broadband Group 

Broadband Arrange for a service provider to come to KSM (i.e. 
the area of the KSM exchange) to survey and 
quote for installations. 

Broadband Group 

Broadband Consider the possibilities of harnessing the breadth 
of connections across the parish for social support. 

Broadband Group 

 
 

  

CDS VOUCHER SCHEME   

Connecting Devon & Somerset has committed to bringing broadband to everyone within the 

programme area. If you are not yet able to receive broadband speeds of more than 2Mgbps 

you may be able to get connected through the CDS voucher scheme. The scheme will provide 

a subsidy of up to £500 in the form of a voucher code to fund the installation of a new 

broadband connection. 
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6. BUSINESS 
 

THE RESULTS - STRENGTH OF FEELING 
 

When considering business in Kingston parish it is easy to focus on the more visible 

businesses – the farms, garage, and pub.  But the results from this section highlight the 

number of people that work from home, fully or partly home-based or on a self-employed 

basis.  

- Half the households taking part in the household survey have someone who works 

from home 

- Around 1 in 3 (31%) work from home weekly or daily 

- Of the respondents to the broadband survey 38% use their broadband for business 

purposes  

The overwhelming strength of feeling relates to poor broadband connectivity. 

Responses to the household survey showed that:  

- Of those 31% working from home on a daily or weekly basis 54% have inadequate 

broadband; 42% of those who work from home less frequently have inadequate 

broadband 

- 42% of the respondents who work from home on a daily or weekly basis would 

welcome additional support from the parish, mainly by addressing broadband issues 

 

Other requests included: 

‐ Better mobile phone reception 

‐ Local communal office space with access to standard office equipment 

‐ Space for local businesses to rent 

 

Comments from the survey 

“Broadband Speed is extremely variable, but never really beats about 4MB/s and often 
it is below 1MB/s. Totally unusable for business purposes.” 

“Broadband Speed is unsatisfactory - my husband (who runs his own business) drives to a 

friend’s house to access his broadband as ours is so slow!” 

“Unable to work from home due to poor broadband service. Would be able to if broadband 

improved.” 

“Communal office space - with strong Wi-Fi.” 

“Central work hub with photocopier, scanner, slot machine.” 

“Improve connections - make a hub for the village use - village hall or church.” 
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WHAT FURTHER RESEARCH SHOWS  
 

Figures from the 2011 census show that 15.5% of Kingston residents are self-employed, and 

it may be assumed that many of these businesses are run from home.                                                                                                  

This represents 45% more than Taunton and 58% more than England overall. Combined 

with the Household Survey result that 50% of respondents work from home at some point 

these figures highlight the significance of the broadband and mobile phone reception issues. 

 

 

ACTIONS- NEXT STEPS 
 

- Look at the broadband project from a business perspective, 
seeking out specific support for businesses 

- Investigate the possibilities for a work hub*  
- Or a less formal space to work/internet café and Wi-Fi hotspot 

(in the village hall?) 
- Instigate a follow up survey of businesses and homeworkers in 

the parish to: 
‐ Investigate their support needs further 

‐ Investigate the opportunities for live work schemes** 

‐ Identify sources of support for local businesses 
‐ Investigate ways to encourage use of local businesses by 

the community 
2 

 

                                                
* a work hub is a flexible workspace offering an 'office when needed' service for micro businesses and mobile 

workers, including those who work from home. Shared facilities typically include 'hot' desks, formal and informal 

meeting spaces, high speed broadband and costly or professional equipment. They offer a professional front for 

small businesses, and start-up enterprises and offer business collaboration and networking opportunities. 

** live/work units are properties that combine workplace and home 
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TOPIC NEXT STEPS - ACTION 
KEY 

PARTICIPANTS 

   

Business Broadband for business – look at specific support Broadband Group 

Business Investigate the possibilities for a work hub or a less 
formal space to work/internet café 

CPSG 

Business Consider instigating a follow up survey of 
businesses and homeworkers to assess their 
needs and opportunities 
 

PC/CPSG 
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7. ENVIRONMENT 

The parish questionnaire asked people to rate how satisfied or dissatisfied they are with a 

range of environmental issues including air, light and noise pollution, rights of way, wildlife 

conservation, weed control, verge/hedge management, dog mess, watercourse 

management & litter/fly-tipping.   

7.1 LITTER & FLY-TIPPING 

THE RESULTS - STRENGTH OF FEELING                     

Half of households (53%) expressed a level of dissatisfaction with regards to litter and fly 

tipping.  In terms of numbers voicing dissatisfaction, this was the strongest negative opinion 

on any environmental issue and some view the current situation as unacceptable: 

 “Litter problem is massive - ditches and verges heavily polluted with takeaway cups, cans 

and wrappers.” 

“Litter and dog mess seems to be everywhere! Litter appears to be thrown from cars, so 

difficult to change.” 

 

Some places were mentioned as being particularly bad such as “around the primary school” 

or “on Kingston Road”.  Fly-tipping was mentioned as a significant problem which needs to 

be tackled.   

WHAT FURTHER RESEARCH HAS SHOWN 

An analysis of responses by aggregated postcode areas indicates 

that dissatisfaction is evenly spread throughout the parish. 

A number of bodies have been identified that can supply equipment 

for community clean up events (e.g. Kingston St Mary Parish 

Council, Council for Protection of Rural England).  

Fly-tipping may be a more intractable problem, as by its nature it is 

carried out clandestinely.  Many residents feel that the authorities could do more in terms of 

keeping a watch out for bad instances.  Taunton Deane Borough Council states that:  

“Armed with enforcement officers, mobile CCTV and the assistance of the police, Taunton 

Deane Borough Council has a choice of actions to take against fly-tippers, from warning 

letters and fixed penalty notices to prosecutions. Our most important weapon to fight fly 

tipping and fly-tippers is information and evidence from the public; from you.”  
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NEXT STEPS 

Topic Action Key participants 

Litter Organise community volunteer clean up days KSM Litter Working 
Party, TDBC, local 
residents 

Litter Enquire from TDBC whether there are any 
enforcement officers able to levy spot fines for littering 
that deal specifically with the rural parts of the district 
and how we can engage with them. 

PC, TDBC 

Fly tipping Encourage greater monitoring by TDBC PC, TDBC 
 

Litter & Fly 
tipping 

Identify worst locations for litter and fly-tipping & share 
results with TDBC. Publicise on-line contact details 
and telephone numbers so that residents can report 
litter and fly-tipping directly to TDBC 
 

PC, local residents, 
TDBC 

 

7.2 WATER COURSE MANAGEMENT 

THE RESULTS - STRENGTH OF FEELING 

47% of respondents expressed (strong) dissatisfaction with water course management, 

specifically flood prevention measures in the parish. Many believe that the lack of regular 

maintenance of gullies, drains, drainage ditches and watercourses has been a direct cause 

of flooding within the parish: 

Some particular problem areas are identified - Kingston Road, Hobs Lane and roads in 

Fulford and Yarford were highlighted. It is unclear whether people feel that recent works 

have alleviated flooding problems in Nailsbourne.   

“At times the lack of maintenance of the watercourses through the Village and drainage on 

Kingston Road have caused serious flooding.” 

“High risk of flooding through Nailsbourne, Yarford etc. whenever there are heavy rains”, 

“The water management in Nailsbourne has been a great success - thank you”. 

 

WHAT FURTHER RESEARCH HAS SHOWN 

It is the responsibility of the Somerset County Council as highways authority to maintain the 

roads in a safe and useable condition (including dealing with surface water and flooding 

issues).  Main rivers and the tributaries that feed them are the responsibility of the 

Environment Agency.   

The Somerset Rivers Authority (SRA) has been set up to “deliver higher standards of flood 

protection than would be funded nationally, and to create better flood protection and 

resilience against further flooding by joint planning and delivery (where possible)”.  

According to the SRA’s website (January 2017):  

“The SRA is funding extra maintenance for problem areas across the county, to keep roads 

open, preserve access for communities and safeguard properties from flooding.”   

Comments from the survey CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
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The extra maintenance will include additional gully emptying, drain jetting, highway sweeping 

and de-silting underneath structures.  One of the problem areas identified for attention is 

“North Taunton/Kingston St Mary”. 

 

NEXT STEPS 

Topic Action Key participants 

Flood 
prevention 

Identify flooding ‘hot spots’ and gain support of 
Somerset Rivers Authority (SRA), Somerset County 
Council (SCC) & Environment Agency (EA) to address 
problems at ‘hot spots’ 

PC, SCC, SRA, EA & 
local residents 

Flood 
prevention 

Work with organisations such as South West Farmers 
& Wildlife Advisory Group (FWAG) to model water flows 
within the parish and discuss low-cost solutions with 
relevant landowners and farmers to reduce water run-
off from the land into watercourses. 

PC, FWAG, local 
residents and farmers 

 

 

7.3 DOG MESS AND DOG CONTROL 

THE RESULTS - STRENGTH OF FEELING 

46% of households indicated dissatisfaction with the levels of dog mess in parts of the 

parish. The issue provoked comments like: 

“Disgusting around primary school” 

“Dog mess in pathways and throughout Spinney is not acceptable” 

“Pickney Lane is always covered in dog mess” 

“Please stop dog owners using the churchyard for a dog toilet” 

 

Many respondents asked for more dog poo bins to be installed and suggested locations (e.g. 

the Spinney).  Another popular suggestion was making sure people are fined who do not 

pick up after their dogs.  Education of dog owners was also suggested. 

2 out of 3 respondents (64%) think that dogs should be excluded from the Playing Field. 

WHAT FURTHER RESEARCH HAS SHOWN 

According to the Taunton Deane Borough Council website (January 2017):  

“It is an offence under the Dog Fouling of Land Act 1996 for a dog walker not to remove their 

dogs' faeces immediately from the land to which the public has access. The Dog Fouling of 

Land Act 1996 and all existing by-laws have been superseded by Part 6 of the Clean 

Neighbourhoods and Environment Act 2005. However any designated areas under the 

legislation will remain effective until the Council introduces new dog control orders. These 

orders are under review by the Council.” 
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TDBC’s Dog Warden Service can levy fines on dog owners who leave their dog’s faeces in 

places to which the public have access.  An approach could be made to have the Warden 

Service visit problem locations.  The Warden Service can issue “No dog fouling" signs, 

however, these can only be displayed where the Dog Fouling of Land Act is enforced. 

NEXT STEPS 

Topic Action Key participants 

Dog mess Identify worst locations for dog fouling & share results 
with TDBC. Request Dog warden patrols in worst 
locations 

PC, TDBC & local 
residents 

Dog mess Regular review of need for dog poo bins in appropriate 
locations 

PC, TDBC 

Dog mess Publicise on-line contact details and telephone 
numbers so that residents can report dog-fouling 
directly to TDBC 

TDBC, PC, Link-up 
magazine 

Dog control Re-instate ‘NO DOGS’ notices at 3 entry points to the 
Playing Field. Publicise the ban in Link-Up magazine. 
Investigate ways to enforce the ban. 

PC 

 

 

7.4 WEED CONTROL & VEGETATION MANAGEMENT 

THE RESULTS - STRENGTH OF FEELING 

Keeping the village tidy is important to around 40% of households: 43% said they were 

dissatisfied with verge and hedgerow maintenance while 45% were unhappy over weed 

control.  Overgrown verges in some locations (Parsonage Lane and Kingston Road being 

mentioned specifically) are seen as a hazard to road users. Both the Local Authority and 

private landowners were blamed by people who thought hedges required more active 

management.  

“Hedge cutting by local council left too late in KSM” 

“Better maintenance of private hedges and streams along road” 

“Distinct lack of weed control and road/path maintenance” 

 

Weed control is thought to be poor in particular areas such as Sawyers Leigh, “on Greenway 

near pub”, on Bay Hill pavement, “up the path by the pub towards Leach’s Field” and “all 

along the road against the Grange wall”.  Further statistical analysis suggests residents are 

significantly more dissatisfied than other parishioners, if they live in west Kingston St Mary 

village (67%) or in Nailsbourne (52%).  

WHAT FURTHER RESEARCH HAS SHOWN 

Responsibility for verge maintenance lies with the County Council. Weed control used to be 

carried out by TDBC, but due to funding cuts, keeping streets weed-free is a now a Parish 

Council matter. Some parishes have adopted a model of using part-time contractors to 
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regularly maintain village streets free of weeds and litter on a rolling basis (example 

Milverton PC). Hedge maintenance is generally the responsibility of private landowners. 

NEXT STEPS 

Topic Action Key participants 

Weed control, 
verge 
management 

Identify where particular problem areas are within the 
parish that require intervention 

Environment Working 
Party, PC & local 
residents 

Weed control  Explore with Parish Council if an enhanced service could 
be purchased from District/County authorities or if local 
action can be taken employing contractors or involving 
volunteers, targeting problem areas. 

EWP, PC 

 

 

7.5 AIR, LIGHT AND NOISE POLLUTION 

THE RESULTS - STRENGTH OF FEELING 

‐ The majority of households are satisfied with the levels of air and noise pollution in their 

local environment. 

‐ For the parish as a whole, 80% of households say they are satisfied with levels of light 

pollution. Comments indicate that residents value dark skies at night and the rural feel of 

an unlit village. 

“Any street lighting would detract from the rural environment.” 

“I moved to the country to get away from street lighting.” 

 

However, postcode analysis shows that, in areas where there is street lighting (Leeches 

Field and Sawyers Leigh) there is a high level of dissatisfaction: 53% of respondents are 

dissatisfied compared to only 17% in all other postcode areas. 

“No more street lights. Switch off the street light in Sawyers Lee.” 

“Lights left on all night in Sawyers Leigh.” 

“Way too much street lighting in Sawyers Leigh and too bright” 

“Light pollution in Sawyers Leigh affects Kingston Court.” 

 
WHAT FURTHER RESEARCH HAS SHOWN 

Apart from Sawyers Leigh, there appears to be agreement among parishioners that the 

village should remain largely unlit. (But see section 4 on low level lighting in Church Lane). 

Looking at respondents’ comments, it appears that all the negative statements regarding 

high levels of pollution refer to Sawyers Leigh. No negative comments were recorded about 

Leeches Field, which has fewer street lights than Sawyers Leigh. 
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NEXT STEPS 

Topic Action Key participants 

Light 
pollution 

Investigate the possibility of reducing levels of street lighting 

in Sawyers Leigh and/or reducing hours of operation. Assess 

options available in discussion with SCC Highways Dept. 

Environment 
Working Group, 
SCC Highways 

 
7.6 COMMUNITY ORCHARD 

THE RESULTS - STRENGTH OF FEELING 

When asked if a community orchard were created within the parish, ‘how often would you 

use it?’ two thirds of parish residents (66%) thought they would use it.  Some residents saw 

the creation of a community orchard as an initiative that would help conservation of heritage 

and wildlife: 

“Disappearance of old orchards could be addressed by initiative to plant old fruit varieties & 

create (a) community orchard(s).” 

 
WHAT FURTHER RESEARCH HAS SHOWN 

Kingston St Mary parish used to contain many acres of orchards, but virtually all of these 

have disappeared over the last 50 years.  The Quantock Hills AONB in partnership with Bath 

University has mapped the extent of old orchards and their decline in the Quantocks 

including in this parish. There are community orchards within Taunton Deane at such places 

as Frieze Hill in Taunton. In some villages, such as Carhampton, the community orchard is a 

focal point for outdoor events and informal recreation. 

The main difficulty would lie in securing a suitable site that could be utilised by the whole 

community in perpetuity.  Grants are likely to be readily available to plant new fruit trees but 

there is on-going maintenance that will rely on an enthusiastic and active group to manage 

the site. Established community orchard groups should be contacted to learn from them the 

pros and cons of a community orchard for KSM.  Possible areas to consider for a community 

orchard would be existing remnants of old, traditional orchards.   

NEXT STEPS 

Topic Action Key participants 

Community 
Orchard 

Map remnants of old orchards and green spaces where 
a new orchard might be established 

AONB, local residents, 
KSM Gardening Club? 

Community 
Orchard 

Investigate possible sources of funding and support AONB, grant giving 
bodies 

Community 
Orchard 

Look into costs of orchard establishment and purchase 
of community equipment (e.g. juice extractors and 
apple presses). 

AONB, FWAG 

7.7 RIGHTS OF WAY AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION 

There is a high level of satisfaction with rights of way (90%) and wildlife conservation (83%). 

A few negatives were expressed about keeping vegetation trimmed back and the upkeep of 

stiles.   
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8. HOUSING 
 

THE RESULTS - STRENGTH OF FEELING 
 

The two factors that stand out from the responses to the survey questions on housing are: 

‐ 58% of respondents wish for more affordable housing for local people, specifically 
those who cannot afford to buy or rent on the open market  

‐ 94% of respondents consider the level of luxury housing to be about right or too 
much already 

           Other responses showed that: 

‐ A sizeable proportion feel that there should be provision of low cost/starter homes 
for purchase (48%) 

‐ For 40% of respondents, eco-friendly housing should be a consideration in future 
developments in the parish  

‐ A slightly smaller number felt the parish needs more retirement housing (36%) 
and sheltered housing (34%) 

‐ Flats, bungalows and rental properties were considered by the large majority (>72%) 

to be in plentiful supply  

 

Comments from the survey 

“We could do with more affordable houses for young villagers BUT where would they be 

built without destroying the ambiance of the village.” 

“A few more affordable housing ventures would help the social profile of the community.” 

“Each year there should be some limited development to help to sustain and enrich the 

community.” 

“The loss of the Grange has left a big gap for the elderly who want to downsize but not 

leave the village.” 

“I do not believe that KSM needs much more residential development and moreover think 

that such development runs the risk of changing the overall feel of the village to its 

detriment.” 

“Need to stop the village becoming an elitist area which would lead to the loss of a proper 

village community and mix.” 

 

These comments highlight contrasting views on the impact of development on the village: 

- There are strong views that “development runs the risk of changing the overall feel of the 

village to its detriment”, and that there is very limited space for development within the 

village envelope 
- These comments are balanced by the view that “some limited development is needed to 

help to sustain and enrich the community” 
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A breakdown of the housing types attracting the responses is shown below:  

 Need a lot 
more 

Need a few 
more 

About right 
Too many 

already 

Affordable housing (for local people 
who cannot afford to buy or rent on the 
open market) 

16% 41% 38% 4% 

Low cost /starter homes (for purchase) 11 % 38% 46% 6% 

Retirement housing 7% 29% 60% 4% 

Sheltered housing 5% 29% 61% 5% 

Luxury housing 1% 6% 56% 38% 

 

Secondary analysis has shown that the need for more affordable housing was felt more 

strongly among those who are single (68%) and those over 65 (74%). 

With regards to the wish for retirement and sheltered housing for local people, the secondary 

analysis shows that although the need for more retirement housing was only felt by 36% of 

respondents overall, 56% of respondents in households with one adult over the age of 65, 

and 40% of households with two adults over 65 do favour more retirement housing. For 

sheltered housing the respective figures are 56% and 45% against 34% on average.    

Comments highlighted the need for adequate transport and shop facilities alongside the 

provision of retirement/sheltered housing, and also the link to community assistance. 

WHAT FURTHER RESEARCH SHOWS 

In terms of existing affordable housing, Kingston St Mary parish currently has 2 low cost 

home ownership and 5 rented housing association properties and 35 council rented 

properties, representing approximately 10% of the housing stock. This is below average for 

Taunton Deane, the South West and England overall. Generally the target for affordable 

housing within new developments is 25%, and it may be that this target will be met through 

new affordable houses being built within Kingston St Mary parish as part of the North 

Taunton development, although there can be no guarantee that the affordable houses will 

fall into Kingston Parish. Homefinder Somerset which is where people apply for affordable 

housing (primarily rented accommodation) recently showed twelve applicants registering 

Kingston as their first choice parish, although the applicants had not been checked for local 

connections at that stage of the application process. 
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The 2011 census shows the following: 

 

The Taunton Deane Concept Plan (see the link on page 8) has recently been released and 

gives a view of the development of Taunton over the period to 2028. This was however 

released before the Garden Town announcement.  

The development of other building in the parish, such as a new shop/café or other 

community facilities, needs to be considered alongside housing.  

ACTIONS – NEXT STEPS 

This is an area that could be included within a Neighbourhood Plan, working with the Parish 

Council and Taunton Deane to assess the needs of the community through a Housing 

Needs survey and identify areas within the village envelope in which development could be 

considered for housing and other social needs.  

The following should be considered as part of developing a Neighbourhood Plan: 

- the value of a Housing Needs survey for all housing types 

- the implications of new build on the KSM environment, balanced against the 

community's needs and the need to maintain a balanced community mix 

- housing needs alongside other possible construction for community purposes 

- the possible locations, and styles of housing within the village envelope 

- consult with the Parish Council and Local Authority on a Housing Needs survey 

- take advantage of the opportunities that may come from the Garden Town status to 

meet the community’s aims and ambitions. 

TOPIC NEXT STEPS - ACTION KEY PARTICIPANTS 

Housing Consider a Housing Needs survey Parish Council; TDBC 

Housing 

 
Consider including Housing within 
 a Neighbourhood Plan 
 

Parish Council; TDBC 
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9. Community Assistance 

THE RESULTS – STRENGTH OF FEELING 

Living in our parish is about more than the physical infrastructure or local services.  We 
would like a community where residents feel safe, supported, and can contribute and be 
sustained by village life.  This part of the survey explored concerns about assistance that 
individuals might require, and welcomed comments about ways to meet this need.   

1. 98% of survey respondents answered this question.  A majority (54%) of those living 
in the parish do not require any assistance to manage their gardens, homes, 
shopping, transport or daily tasks.  The remaining 46% needed assistance in at least 
one of these activities.  Several mentioned that although assistance is not necessary 
at present, they could foresee that it would be needed as they grew older. 
 

2. The need for assistance is higher among households with only 65-year-olds (69%) 
than other households (37%). In general the most frequent areas of need were in 
garden maintenance (37%), and with small household maintenance tasks (28%).  
This was predominantly (27%) occasional assistance rather than frequent (2%) help. 
 

3. Overall, 5% of the total number of responses about help in various categories 
revealed a need for frequent assistance, and 15% for occasional assistance. 
 

4. Twenty four households made additional comments, mostly on a theme about the 

role of volunteers within the village, and the role of public transport (addressed 

separately).   

 

WHAT FURTHER RESEARCH SHOWS  
 

The survey identified areas requiring assistance but did not clarify whether householders 

addressed these via existing services (e.g. employing a gardener or handyman, or via 

existing statutory or voluntary agencies), via informal arrangements (e.g. with family or 

neighbours), or if these represented unmet need.  Further work is required to explore this. 

“There is such a good community spirit in KSM that help is on hand.”  
 
“Community group with volunteers specifying how much time they could give e.g. 2hrs once 
a month. Someone would need to co-ordinate needs with offers of help.”  
 
“Do we/might we maintain on the Parish web - a services/help exchange system - info?”  
 
“Have a list of volunteers from within the village to help people when needed. The last 

survey identified a large number of people willing to volunteer, but with the short term 

exception of the footpaths this was never followed up.” 
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The goodwill benefits of volunteering are well recognised, but the practicalities of this need 

addressing.  A number of local agencies (TDBC, Community Council for Somerset) may be 

able to offer further advice. 

NEXT STEPS 

 

1. Explore the role of volunteering – ensuring that this is done safely and efficiently for all 

involved parties (beneficiaries and volunteers) 

 

2. Improve awareness of existing sources of support – update an accessible database of 

existing statutory and voluntary organisations available to those in need of help. 

 

3. Enhance opportunities for engagement within the local community by providing up-to-

date information about clubs and activities within the parish. 

 

TOPIC 
 

NEXT STEPS 
 

ACTION 
 

Consider the role of a 
bank of volunteers 

Develop appropriate terms of reference for 
the roles and responsibilities of a volunteer 
bank for KSM parish. 
 
Ensure safeguarding and indemnity 
arrangements are in place. 
 
Identify interested individuals and a 
skills/services list. 
 

Link with Engage 
Taunton Deane, and 
Local Agent from 
Community Council 
for Somerset for 
advice 

Signpost to existing 
sources of support 

List existing statutory and voluntary sector 
organisations for those in need of assistance. 
 
List opportunities available within existing 
organisations, for those wishing to volunteer. 
 

Link with Engage 
Taunton Deane, and 
Local Agent from 
Community Council 
for Somerset for 
advice  

Opportunities to 
engage with local 
community events 

Ensure up to date information re regular local 
clubs and activities is available. 
 
Publicise and share opportunities to engage 
with others locally. 
 

 
KSM website team, 
Linkup team 
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10. Young People  

THE RESULTS - STRENGTH OF FEELING 
 

The results of the youth consultation have come through the Youth section of the Household 

survey but mainly through direct contact with young people. The community planning award 

from Awards4All included consultation with the youth of the parish. It quickly became clear 

that opportunities to consult with our young people would have to be created, as there 

appeared to be no organised activities for 11-17 year olds.  

Young people’s views were confirmed at two pizza evenings, that: 

‐ there is nothing or not enough for young people to do in the community.   

‐ and the youth questionnaire showed the following: 

Likes (17 entries) Dislikes (15 entries) 

Playing field Not many people close to the village 

The parks Isolation. Lonely 

Countryside Nothing to do 

Peaceful. Very quiet Facilities not open e.g. VH 

People in the village No hub for young people 

The Spinney Not enough village events 

 

These meetings also gave young people the opportunities to confirm the activities and 

facilities they would like to see in the parish, and the chance to come together - and they 

want more!   

  

Comments from the survey 

“Whilst the school provides an excellent range of after school clubs, as far as I'm aware 
there is nothing else.”  

“There is always a lot going on for older residents but not always for the young people in the 
area. Youth club?”  

“Only playing field. No clubs.  Could have films screened in village hall. Could have more 
sports (tennis/football etc.) on playing field.”  

“Library, high slide, ice cream shop, roundabout, play house.” 

“The children of the village are totally uncatered for and need to be embraced by the village 

more, (especially the older community) - Listen to the children they'll tell you what they 

need.” 

 

Work on the community plan has illustrated how few facilities there are to bring youth in our 

community together.  Whilst we have a primary school located within the village, children go 

to many different schools at primary and particularly secondary age.  For 11-18 year olds 

nine different schools are known to be attended by children in our parish. This means that 

even children who attended the local primary school together often move onto to different 

secondary or private schools in the Taunton area.  With few local facilities, the possibilities 

for continued integration are very limited.   
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In addition, the value to TSIMS (Taunton School International Middle School - the Grange) 

children understanding more about the local community/culture and opportunities for local 

children to meet multinational students living in our community has been encouraged and we 

hope will continue. 

The CPSG youth team feel that preparation of the Community Plan has highlighted quite a 

big issue in the lack of provision for young people here, but also revealed some feasible 

opportunities to promote significant improvements. 

 

WHAT FURTHER RESEARCH HAS SHOWN 

The consultation has shown the following needs for outdoor and indoor facilities: 

Outdoor Facilities 

Cycle/running track: the 1st most popular suggestion through all of the survey work.                       

Woodland Adventure Area: 2nd most popular idea. Survey results indicated bike/scooter 

ramps and a bike track maybe part of this.  Survival skill activities and a Spinney walk were 

suggested.  There was very keen support for a zip-wire at the playing field. 

There was strong support for a hang-out shelter. When asked about this, the example of the 

hexagonal one in the Primary School grounds was cited i.e. a sheltered outdoor seating 

area. 

There was keen interest in a tennis court from youth, high ropes were also very popular. 

However it was suggested that because we have other tennis courts locally and a great 

facility at Vivary Park, youth trips could be organised.  

There is popular support for outdoor activities and sports events in the summer holidays 

using the KSM playing field.  

Indoor Facilities 

The 3rd most popular suggestion from the 

survey work is for an indoor meeting place/café.    

Other indoor suggestions had received good 

support:  

a youth club; computer games club; a 

homework club; a youth council/parliament; 

information and advice; and activities just for 

just young men or women.   

There was also some support for a shop selling 

food, drinks and produce from their own 

gardens (possibly a pop-up shop).  

Three venues were discussed:  

‐ Kingston Club: an opportunity has arisen to turn the upper floor of the Kingston Club into a 
space dedicated for the use of young people.  There was clear preference for use of the 
Kingston Club as a dedicated facility, particularly for the opportunity to use it for creative 
arts, film evenings and informal gatherings. 
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‐ Village Hall: if the Kingston Club didn’t come to fruition, the same number of young people 

expressed interest in a meeting facility at the village hall. It was acknowledged as a 

suitable venue for a youth club.  A six month trial period is being planned to start in early 

2017 on a fortnightly basis. 

‐ Pavilion (at the playing field): this was seen as a seasonal venue alongside outdoor 

activities rather than appropriate for an indoor club or regular meeting place.  

Arts/Performance: The survey results showed high popularity for arts projects, a theatre 

group and film/music projects  

                                                                     

ACTIONS/ NEXT STEPS 
 

The obvious lack of facilities or opportunities for young people to meet in our community has 

led the CPSG youth team to feel that the momentum 

started by the two consultation evenings in the village 

hall ought to be continued.  The keen interest of 

Taunton School International Middle School (TSIMS) 

based in the village has already led to invitations to a 

supper evening there, a joint Christmas party in the 

village hall organised by the CPSG youth group and a 

joint bowling trip organised by TSIMS.   

The pilot was formulated as a result of the additional 

consultation through the CPSG youth group during 

prep of the draft plan. The CPSG youth group have 

also been able to allocate some of the remaining funds 

from the Lottery grant for preparing the Community Plan towards testing the feasibility of a 

youth club in the village hall.  This six month pilot should provide a recommendation for 

future youth club provision by autumn 2017. 

The results of the consultation lead to the following additional recommendations:  

 

 

Quote from Zara Scott-Davis, SCC Youth & Community Service: 

“I just wanted to write to congratulate you and the team on the work that you have been 

doing with the young people of Kingston St Mary. I have been a youth worker for many 

years, but this is the first time I have heard of an international school proactively linking 

with local young people in a structured way, supported by the local community. 

The benefit to both sets of young people are huge, the young people will be able to grasp 

issues relating the different cultures and foods and lifestyles, develop an interest in new 

languages, develop multi culture friendships, learn that the world is a big place to 

explore, celebrate differences and share similarities. The opportunities to develop 

friendships for life being a great possibility. 

The students from the international school will be able to understand and learn and 

observe true reflections of British communities at work in an informal setting.   

The project is an excellent initiative, I really hope this will be able to continue as the 

benefits and potential are immense.” 
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1 Playing Field Committee to respond to the huge enthusiasm for outdoor facilities (due to 
its primary use being dedicated for young people): 
 
a. cycle/running track potentially linked with a bike track/scooter ramp in the SE corner 

of the playing field where there are already some informal tracks  

b. partially sheltered outdoor seating area (as the pavilion is normally locked)  

c. zip-wire, potentially as part of a woodland adventure area 

d. any future provision of a tennis court would also be used by children 

e. organized events in the summer holidays 

 

2 The youth group should continue to explore the feasibility of opening the Kingston Club 
as dedicated youth space (e.g. for film evenings).  A group of children (11) are keen to 
start developing the space for arts/music projects.  

 

3 The youth group to oversee a six month pilot of a youth club in the village hall on a 

fortnightly basis. 

 

4 Trips to other outdoor facilities including the high ropes at Vivary Park. 

 

The suggestions for outdoor facilities will be communicated to the Playing Field Committee 

alongside other village groups* where appropriate and considered by the Youth Team for 

future funding opportunities. 

TSIMS are keen to continue dialogue (following the pizza evenings, a supper evening and 

joint bowling outing) over opportunities for the local and boarding children to develop 

friendships. 

We are working with the new owner of the Kingston Club to assess the further feasibility of 

this becoming a dedicated space for young people – an exciting opportunity! 

TOPIC NEXT STEPS - ACTION KEY PARTICIPANTS 

   

Youth 
Communicate the outcomes of the youth 
consultation regarding outdoor facilities to the 
Playing Field Committee 

CPSG  

Youth 
Explore the feasibility of opening the Kingston Club 
as a dedicated youth space 

CPSG Youth team 

Youth 
Arrange the pilot youth club to test the viability of a 
regular youth club 

CPSG Youth team 

Youth 

 
Continue dialogue over opportunities for the local 
and boarding children to develop friendships 
 

CPSG Youth team 

Youth 
Consider the formation of a KSM Youth Group to 
manage ongoing youth activity 

The KSM community 
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COMBINED SUMMARY OF NEXT STEPS 

 

This table combines the next steps being suggested to progress each of the areas reviewed 

TOPIC NEXT STEPS - ACTION KEY PARTICIPANTS 

 

Separation from 

Taunton 
Consider including separation from 
Taunton within a Neighbourhood Plan 

Parish Council; 

TDBC 

Separation from 

Taunton 

Consider including separation from 

Taunton within a Neighbourhood Plan 

Parish Council; 

TDBC 

Crime 
Publicise/Highlight our PCSO’s contact 

details on the KSM website 
Website team 

Traffic Meet with Somerset Highways to discuss 

possible solutions, implementation 

budgets and timescales. 

CPSG, Parish 

Council, Highways 

Traffic Research previous traffic surveys and 

information held on traffic volumes 

through Kingston, and consider the 

value of a new traffic survey 

CPSG 

Traffic Work with the Police Community Support 

Officer to establish a speed watch 

scheme  

CPSG, PCSO 

Traffic Introduce 20 mph speed restrictions 

through the Village and elsewhere.   

CPSG, Parish 

Council, Highways 

Traffic Similarly, to improve the safety of all 

road users, introduce a 40 mph speed 

limit on Kingston Road. 

CPSG, Parish 

Council, Highways 

Traffic Consider the need for a Neighbourhood 

Plan to design a safe pedestrian/cycle 

route through the Village and traffic 

calming with localised appropriate street 

lighting where required.  

CPSG, Parish 

Council, Highways, 

TDBC 

Safe cycle/pedestrian 

routes 

Work with TDBC to prioritise the 

installation of good quality 

cycle/pedestrian routes within the 

development area of the North Taunton  

(Staplegrove) urban development. 

 

Explore the policy implications of 

Taunton Garden Town for cycling and 

pedestrian issues 

Kingston Area 

Pedestrian and 

Cycle Campaign 

(KAPACC), Taunton 

Area Cycle 

Campaign (TACC), 

TDBC 

Safe cycle/pedestrian 

routes 

Explore opportunities to extend good 

quality cycle/ pedestrian routes to quiet 

lanes around the parish settlements, 

KAPACC, PC, 

landowners 
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using existing bridleways and ‘green 

lanes’ 

Clearly sign-posted 

cycle network in parish 

Create a recognised and clearly sign-

posted cycle network within the parish 

utilising existing quiet lanes. Achievable 

through signposting, publicity and 

network maps 

KAPACC, TACC, 

PC 

Footpaths and 

bridleways 

Investigate the potential for new rights of 

way joining Buncombe, Lodes Lane, and 

Church Lane 

PC, landowners 

Low-level lighting in key 

areas 

Consider marker illumination in Church 

Lane from village hall to the church 

carpark as part of a bigger road safety 

project 

CPSG, Traffic WP 

Buses/ Community 

transport 

Meet with SCC to establish whether bus 

cuts can be expected this year 

SCC 

Buses/ Community 

transport 

Liaise with Hatch Green over SCC 

reviews 

Hatch Green Motors 

Buses/ Community 

transport 

Raise with our councilor if bus cuts are 

anticipated 

Parish Council 

Buses/ Community 

transport 

Work with the CPSG Community 

Assistance project to identify the needs 

of those who are unable to drive or use 

public transport, and research solutions 

CPSG 

Buses/ Community 

transport 

Liaise with Wivey Link and other 

operators of community transport 

services  to plan for the eventuality of 

losing the public service 

Wivey Link 

Playing Field Work with the Playing Field Committee 
to develop a range of new sports 
facilities for all age groups and to provide 
activities to benefit young people.  
 
Work with PFC to ensure that play 
equipment and Pavilion are maintained 
in good condition. 
 
Assist in sourcing additional funding for 
capital projects. 
 
Enforce exclusion of dogs (see 
Environment) 

 

Playing Field 

Committee, PC 

Village Hall Work with Village Hall Committee to 
ensure that the building continues to 
meet the current and future needs of 
users.  
 

Village Hall 

Committee, PC 
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Assist in sourcing additional funding 

opportunities for capital projects, 

including broadband connection 

The Spinney In consultation with the Woodland Trust, 

provide nature-friendly top dressing to 

selected Spinney footpaths to mitigate 

the impact of mud in the winter.  

PC 

St Mary’s Church Liaise with the PPC to help deliver 
useable space for concerts, music 
events, meetings, exhibitions, talks, 
social events and activities for young 
people. 
 

The provision of a community cafe is 

covered in detail in section 4.2 (New 

Facilities) 

PCC, PC 

New Village Shop Further research should be considered 

pending the outcome of the North 

Taunton planning process 

 

New Volunteer Cafe Liaise with the PCC to develop a trial for 

a community café start up by summer 

2017 

CPSG, PCC 

Broadband Follow up on interest levels in a 4G 

individual solution 

Broadband Group 

Broadband Establish the level of support for a 

community solution 

Broadband Group 

Broadband Arrange for a service provider to come to 

KSM (i.e. the area of the KSM 

exchange) to survey and quote for 

installations. 

Broadband Group 

Broadband Consider the possibilities of harnessing 

the breadth of connections across the 

parish for social support. 

Broadband Group 

Business Broadband for business – look at 

specific support 

Broadband Group 

Business Investigate the possibilities for a work 

hub or a less formal space to 

work/internet café 

CPSG 

Business Consider instigating a follow up survey of 

businesses and homeworkers to assess 

their needs and opportunities 

PC/CPSG 

Litter Organise community volunteer clean up 

days 

KSM Litter Working 

Party, TDBC, local 

residents 

Litter Enquire from TDBC whether there are 

any enforcement officers able to levy 

PC, TDBC 
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spot fines for littering that deal 

specifically with the rural parts of the 

district and how we can engage with 

them. 

Fly tipping Encourage greater monitoring by TDBC PC, TDBC 

 

Litter & Fly tipping Identify worst locations for litter and fly-
tipping & share results with TDBC. 
Publicise on-line contact details and 
telephone numbers so that residents can 
report litter and fly-tipping directly to 
TDBC 

 

PC, local residents, 

TDBC 

Flood prevention Identify flooding ‘hot spots’ and gain 

support of SRA, SCC & EA to address 

problems at ‘hot spots’ 

PC, SRA, SCC, EA 

& local residents 

Flood prevention Work with organisations such as South 

West FWAG to model water flows within 

the parish and discuss low-cost solutions 

with relevant landowners and farmers to 

reduce water run-off from the land into 

watercourses. 

PC, FWAG, local 

residents and 

farmers 

Dog mess Identify worst locations for dog fouling & 

share results with TDBC. Request Dog 

warden patrols in worst locations 

PC, TDBC & local 

residents 

Dog mess Regular review of need for dog poo bins 

in appropriate locations 

PC, TDBC 

Dog mess Publicise on-line contact details and 

telephone numbers so that residents can 

report dog-fouling directly to TDBC 

TDBC, PC, Link-up 

magazine 

Dog control Re-instate ‘NO DOGS’ notices at 3 entry 

points to the Playing Field. Publicise the 

ban in Link-Up magazine. Investigate 

ways to enforce the ban. 

PC 

Weed control, verge 

management 

Identify where particular problem areas 

are within the parish that require 

intervention 

Environment 

Working Party, PC 

& local residents 

Weed control  Explore with Parish Council if an 

enhanced service could be purchased 

from District/County authorities or if local 

action can be taken employing 

contractors or involving volunteers, 

targeting problem areas. 

EWP, PC 

Light pollution Investigate the possibility of reducing 

levels of street lighting in Sawyers Leigh 

and/or reducing hours of operation. 

EWG, SCC 

Highways 
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Assess options available in discussion 

with SCC Highways Dept. 

Community Orchard Map remnants of old orchards and green 

spaces where a new orchard might be 

established 

AONB, local 

residents, KSM 

Gardening Club? 

Community Orchard Investigate possible sources of funding 

and support 

AONB, grant giving 

bodies 

Community Orchard Look into costs of orchard establishment 

and purchase of community equipment 

(e.g. juice extractors and apple presses). 

AONB, FWAG 

Housing Consider a Housing Needs survey 
Parish Council; 

TDBC 

Housing 

 
Consider including Housing within a 
Neighbourhood Plan 

 

Parish Council; 

TDBC 

Community Assistance 

– Volunteer Bank 

Develop appropriate terms of reference 
for the roles and responsibilities of a 
volunteer bank for KSM parish. 
 
Ensure safeguarding and indemnity 
arrangements are in place. 
 
Identify interested individuals and a 
skills/services list. 

Link with Engage 

Taunton Deane, and 

Local Agent from 

Community Council 

for Somerset for 

advice 

Community Support  
Signpost to existing sources of support 
 
List existing statutory and voluntary 
sector organisations for those in need of 
assistance. 
 
List opportunities available within 
existing organisations, for those wishing 
to volunteer. 

 

Link with Engage 

Taunton Deane, and 

Local Agent from 

Community Council 

for Somerset for 

advice  

Community 

Engagement 

Opportunities to engage with local 
community events 
Ensure up to date information re regular 
local clubs and activities is available. 
 
Publicise and share opportunities to 
engage with others locally. 

 

 

KSM website team, 

Linkup team 

Youth 

Communicate the suggestions for 

outdoor facilities to the Playing Field 

Committee 

CPSG  
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Youth 

Explore the feasibility of opening the 

Kingston Club as a dedicated youth 

space 

CPSG Youth team 

Youth 
Arrange the pilot youth club to test the 

viability of a regular youth club 
CPSG Youth team 

Youth 

 
Continue dialogue over opportunities for 
the local and boarding children to 
develop friendships. 

 

CPSG Youth team 

Youth 
Consider the formation of a KSM Youth 

Group to manage ongoing youth activity 

The KSM 

community 

 

 

 

A Neighbourhood Plan has been suggested to investigate the possibility of robust solutions 

to the issues of  

-  separation from Taunton  

-  safe pedestrian/ cycle ways  

-  housing.   

This would require separate funding and resourcing, a referendum by the community and 

can take significant time to complete and agree with local authorities. However much of the 

data that has been captured for this Community Plan would provide valuable information 

towards its production.  
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CONSULTATION PROCESS 
 

 

This section looks at the way the data has been gathered to create this Plan. It is an 

evidence based plan, founded wholly on the views of the KSM community. 

WHO UNDERTOOK THE WORK 

In January 2016 the Community Plan Steering Group (CPSG) was set up to begin the 

process of producing a community-led plan. The CPSG is an independent group of 

volunteers, established to represent the residents of Kingston St Mary parish to capture their 

views in a series of consultations over the course of 2016. Following the spirit of community-

led planning as set out in the Localism Act of 2011 the steering group operates under its own 

constitution, with its own officers, but working closely with the Parish Council, Local Authority 

and other relevant public bodies, to ensure that recommendations are realistic and workable, 

and because they will be the bodies responsible in the long term for delivering many of the 

community’s stated needs and wishes.  

The CPSG has included three parish councillors, plus six other volunteers, and has been 

supported by Community Council for Somerset (CCS) and Somerset Youth & Community 

Service. Funding for this work was provided by the Big Lottery’s Awards4All. 

HOW THE PROCESS HAS WORKED 

A programme of activity to capture parishioners’ views has been based on a number of 

meetings and surveys: 

‐ A public meeting on 23rd March 2016 in the village hall was attended by sixty people. 

Those who attended completed a questionnaire and gave their views on their likes and 

dislikes about living in Kingston St Mary, improvements they would like to see and any 

concerns they have 

‐ A Group questionnaire was distributed to gain the views of the 30 + clubs and societies 

that meet in KSM  

‐ A youth questionnaire was distributed at the Queen’s Birthday party and two pizza 

evenings for young people were held in the village hall in June and October to understand 

what activities and facilities young people would like to see in Kingston St Mary 

‐ Based on the initial feedback from these 3 consultations, a household survey was 

devised in conjunction with CCS, who designed and printed the questionnaire, and then 

analysed the data. Volunteers from the parish helped with to distribute the survey to all 

dwellings in the parish, and subsequently with their collection.  

‐ The survey was promoted widely within the parish through word of mouth, the parish 

website and at a parish-wide event to celebrate the Queen’s 90th Birthday, and 234 

responses were received in total, giving a 56% response rate.  

‐ CCS’ Data Report is available to view on the website. www.kstm.uk 

‐ A public meeting was held in October to release CCS’ findings, and to encourage 

interested volunteers to join working parties, help in further research and in drafting this 

document.  

‐ Ten work streams have subsequently been set up to review the findings of the survey, 

investigate possible solutions, prioritise actions and identify where responsibility should sit 

for ongoing developments and implementation. 
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‐ Secondary analysis of the data gathered in the survey was commissioned, taking 

postcodes, household composition and age groups into account where it was felt that 

more targeted conclusions could be drawn. This will also provide a bank of data towards 

the preparation of a Neighbourhood Plan or other future community exercises. 

TEN WORK-STREAMS  

Topic Focus Led by: 

Living in the Parish 

 

Maintaining separation from Taunton. 

 

David Stripp 

Traffic  

Controlling speed/volume of traffic 

through the village and surrounds. 

Provision of safe pedestrian routes 

through the village. 

David Taylor 

Transport -  Buses, 

community transport 

Minimising the threat of losing the bus 

service. 
Sarah Hancock 

Transport -   Cycling 

& pedestrian safety 

Provision of an off-road cycle and 

pedestrian route to North Taunton and 

safe cycle routes around the parish. 

Sharon Farnham 

Facilities 

Work with the Playing Field and Village 

Hall committees for improving our 

outdoor and indoor facilities. Look at the 

feasibility of a shop and/or a café. 

Sharon Farnham 

Broadband & 

Business 

Mapping reception around the Parish to 

identify areas of poor reception. 

Facilitate a digital village. 

Paolo van der 

Steenhoven 

Better broadband and mobile phone 

reception. 

Local communal office space. 

Space for local businesses to rent. 

Investigate business support needs. 

David Stripp 

Environment 

Bringing the community together in 

tackling issues such as litter and fly-

tipping, flooding, weed control and dog 

mess which have an adverse effect on 

everyone who lives here. 

Look into the feasibility of a community 

orchard. 

Jean Alger-Green 

Natasha 

Bradshaw (Water 

Management) 
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THE PROJECT PLAN  

The project plan, available on the KSM website, www.kstm.uk supports the Community Plan 

and shows the activity undertaken to get to this point, as well as the steps to be taken to 

conduct further research in each area and where possible to implement solutions following 

the release of this report. 

 

 

Housing 

Carry out a Housing Needs Survey to 

consider whether the balance of housing 

types need to change 

David Stripp 

Community 

Assistance 

The working group will consider: 

‐ the value of a bank of volunteers 
‐ signposting other sources of support 

‐ ways to ensure good community 
relations 

Nicky Perry 

Youth 

Establish the activities and facilities 

young people in the parish would like to 

see, and to bring them together in a 

social environment.  

Natasha 

Bradshaw 

Community Plan vs Neighbourhood Plan 

A Community Plan (CP) sets out a community's vision for the next five years or more. It can 
contain an action plan to move forward solutions to issues that were raised by the community, and 
is formed from consultations and surveys. It provides the community with a voice. It describes 
how members of the community have been involved in defining the plan; captures their 
aspirations and issues; and provides evidence of need which will help when applying for funding. 
It can cover almost anything, but remains ‘voluntary guidance’ to the community, and has no 
statutory weight in local government.  

 
A Neighbourhood Plan (NP) is a community-led framework for guiding the future development, 

regeneration and conservation of an area. A neighbourhood plan is about the use and 

development of land and may contain a vision, aims, planning policies, proposals for improving 

the area or providing new facilities, or allocation of key sites for specific kinds of development. It 

may deal with a wide range of social, economic and environmental issues (such as housing, 

employment, heritage and transport) or it may focus on one or two issues only. A Neighbourhood 

Plan will be part of the statutory development plan for the area, if successful at referendum. This 

statutory status gives Neighbourhood Plans far more weight than some other local documents, 

such as parish plans, community plans and village design statements.  

A Neighbourhood Plan must comply with European and national legislation and must have 

appropriate regard to national policy and be in general conformity with existing strategic local 

planning policy. It should not promote less development than that identified in the development 

plan for the local area (such as new housing allocations). It can allow greater growth levels. Also, 

it can specify policies and guidance on how new development should be designed, orientated and 

located. Neighbourhood Plans can be a powerful tool in shaping the development of a 

neighbourhood. 

http://www.kstm.uk/
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FURTHER INFORMATION 
 

Further information relating to a number of the topics covered in the Plan can be found on 

the Kingston St Mary website www.kstm.uk 

 

Map of KSM parish 

 

Disclaimer: 

While CCS undertook the initial Household Survey data collection and analysis, from which 

they produced their Household Survey report, the CPSG have commissioned further 

analysis to research some specific areas, such as the areas of high levels of concern over 

traffic speed and volume, in more depth. In order for CPSG to conduct this additional 

analysis CCS has provided a summary of responses which have been completely 

anonymised and postcodes have been aggregated to provide the additional information 

required. CCS does not accept any responsibility for the disclosure, use, interpretation or 

analysis of the data to any third parties. CCS would not be liable for any resident having 

issue with the subsequent analysis and expressly disclaims all liability for, or damages of 

any kind arising out of use, reference to, or reliance on any information contained within the 

analysis. 

  

http://www.kstm.uk/
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Comments from the household survey 

 

“Kingston St. Mary is a beautiful village to live in and offers a rare opportunity to 
preserve the distinct culture of the region, and protect all that draws us to live here. 
We want to be proud of our village and ensure tourists passing through the 'gateway 
to the Quantocks' see what we all value so dear. We must preserve Kingston St. 
Mary for generations to come and that must start now with a cohesive community 
plan that incorporates all aspects of village life and views of its residents.” 

 

“A lovely village with lots of activities and a core of residents who are sufficiently 
concerned to organise the survey. Thank you.” 

 

“I love the link up magazine. I love living in KSM - we live in a beautiful area. We are 
so lucky to live in a fabulous location it will be such a shame ... to build all these 
houses and destroy the village community. The village flower show is our family’s 
highlight! We can go for picnics cycle rides, fishing and escape the modern outside 
world. We love the community events i.e. jubilee and queens birthday and are so 
grateful for the tremendous amount of hard work and planning.”  
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Photos by Matt Sweeting Photography and Paolo van der Steenhoven 
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